The TLR-7 agonist, imiquimod, enhances dendritic cell survival and promotes tumor antigen-specific T cell priming: relation to central nervous system antitumor immunity.
Immunotherapy represents an appealing option to specifically target CNS tumors using the immune system. In this report, we tested whether adjunctive treatment with the TLR-7 agonist imiquimod could augment antitumor immune responsiveness in CNS tumor-bearing mice treated with human gp100 + tyrosine-related protein-2 melanoma-associated Ag peptide-pulsed dendritic cell (DC) vaccination. Treatment of mice with 5% imiquimod resulted in synergistic reduction in CNS tumor growth compared with melanoma-associated Ag-pulsed DC vaccination alone. Continuous imiquimod administration in CNS tumor-bearing mice, however, was associated with the appearance of robust innate immune cell infiltration and hemorrhage into the brain and the tumor. To understand the immunological mechanisms by which imiquimod augmented antitumor immunity, we tested whether imiquimod treatment enhanced DC function or the priming of tumor-specific CD8+ T cells in vivo. With bioluminescent, in vivo imaging, we determined that imiquimod dramatically enhanced both the persistence and trafficking of DCs into the draining lymph nodes after vaccination. We additionally demonstrated that imiquimod administration significantly increased the accumulation of tumor-specific CD8+ T cells in the spleen and draining lymph nodes after DC vaccination. The results suggest that imiquimod positively influences DC trafficking and the priming of tumor-specific CD8+ T cells. However, inflammatory responses induced in the brain by TLR signaling must also take into account the local microenvironment in the context of antitumor immunity to induce clinical benefit. Nevertheless, immunotherapeutic targeting of malignant CNS tumors may be enhanced by the administration of the innate immune response modifier imiquimod.